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Akele Ham Akele Tum
Joh Ham Tuam Sang Hai To
Fir Kya Gum
To Mera Dil To Meri Jan
Oo Aay Laav Yu Dedi
To Maasoom Tu Shaitan
Baat Yu Laav Mi Dedi

To Mera Dil To Meri Jan
Oo Aay Laav Yu Dedi
To Maasoom Tu Shaitan
Baat Yu Laav Mi Dedi

Yu To Hai To Naaha Sa
Hai Magar Guru Sabka
Oor Iski Shararat Se
Dil Magar Mere Toon Sabka
Kahne Ko Hai To Daa To Hajar
Koii Magar Tuumsa Kah

Akele Ham Akele Tum
Joh Ham Tuam Sang Hai To
Fir Kya Gum
To Mera Dil To Meri Jan
Oo Aay Laav Yu Dedi
To Maasoom Tu Shaitan
Baat Yu Laav Mi Dedi
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